Chemistry 262L Fall 2013: Lab Check-In

WHEN: At your scheduled lab time in the week of 8/26.
WHERE: Venable G311
ROLL WILL BE TAKEN: absentees and late arrivals will be dropped.
PRE-REQUISITES: Chem 102L + 241L (if you started at UNC in Fall ’09 or after) and completion or concurrent enrollment in 262. _Prerequisites will be enforced._

TRYING TO GET INTO A FULL SECTION? We do not maintain a waitlist for this lab. If you want into a closed/full lab section, simply attend check in for that lab. A _limited_ number of slots may be created by last minute drops.

_ALL students must bring the following to check-in:_

- Safety Goggles – Purchase at Morehead 102 if you do not have a pair. If this is your first lab at UNC, you will receive a free pair.
- Chemistry 262L Safety Information and Check in Sheet Pages from Lab Manual (purchase course pack at student stores).
- Notebook – A previously used notebook, provided sufficient pages remain, can be used for the course. New notebooks can be purchased from Alpha Chi Sigma (Morehead 102).
- Closed-toe shoes. Top, back, and sides of your feet must be covered completely. (No mules, no clogs, no ballerina slippers! Loafers must cover your foot.)
- Pants/skirts all the way down to the ankles. Tops must cover entire upper body and have sleeves.

Experiments will start the week of 9/09 with Experiment IV. Come to your assigned lab room that week ready to run Experiment IV (i.e. properly attired, with your pre-lab notebook entry prepared, and ready to take a quiz).